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Poems – Mita Mukherjee
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From the President’s Desk – Soma Bhattacharya
First, I would like to extend a congratulation to us all – we made it so far, and that is a big deal
considering the volatile nature of the world around us. I feel incredibly fortunate today as I sit at my
desk and pen down a thank you note to you all. The past year and a half has been quite a ride. We
survived as a community and came back stronger than ever before. None of this would have been
possible without you all. You support and hard work has kept Milonee standing tall. The community is
eternally grateful to you all.
Last year, to preserve the sanctity of puja continuation, the Milonee executive committee offered our
prayers at the Hindu Temple of Colorado, not knowing what the following year would bring us. Here we
are today, celebrating every Bengalee’s most pivotal festival, Durga Puja. This would not have been
possible without your continued patronage.
The last year and a half, has taught us a lot of things. I feel the most important being the art of
compromise and how to make do with little. There are so many around us who are less fortunate than
us. Following the theme, the Milonee Executive committee 2021, has tried to reduce waste and adjust
wherever possible. That might reflect in the less than usual design and decorations of the puja pandal.
We have also tried to cut down cost by preparing food items ourselves instead of catering and
simplifying the menu where possible. We might even have to enforce mask mandate during puja. We
apologize for these changes in advance, but please know that this was the best we could do under the
unusual and difficult circumstances around this year’s puja.
I sincerely hope, along with all of you, that this phase passes and things get back to normal. But let us
not forget the learnings, and let us not forget to love and respect each other. Let us all come together
with our hands joined in prayer and harmony, and welcome Maa Durga.
Thank you,
Soma Bhattacharya
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La Nuit Chicago
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""La Nuit
Bengali"
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(http://anarkalizakuro.blogspot.com/.../naarghita-music...)

La Nuit Chicago
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NOSTALGA—Mita Mukherjee
Suddenly nostalgia hits me—small little incidents come to the surface, I am transported back in time—
shei chotobelakar katha!
I was probably around 7 years old! My mother, against all advice from other elders, had admitted me to
a “catholic” convent school— St. Mary’s convent!
“They will turn her into a Christian— what is wrong with Kalidhon institution? It is 2 doors down!” Her
shashur bari and my baper bari, meaning my grandmother (thakuma/ aunt/ uncle / pishi/ kaka/) were
vehement in their protests but my mother didn’t budge! Am I glad she didn’t!
My first day at school was a nightmare I remember. Mother Margaret greeted me, even though She had
a sweet smile, the nun’s habit scared me! She looked like a ghost with her black habit trailing behind
her, a black veil billowing behind her— I started screaming and would not let go of my mom; A lady in a
sari finally came and calmed me down.
After a few months down the line, I was totally enamored with the nun’s habit.
It was my routine to go up to the terrace after school, when everybody was taking their nap and I was
left to my own devices, I would dress up as a nun!
When winter approached, my father had this passion for planting “Dalia” flowers. He would commission
different colors and varieties of Dalia flowers. Soon the chat/ terrace would have mounds of soil, foul
smelling fertilizers; then the little seedlings arrived! Very carefully with his own hands he planted them,
it was a delight to watch his face as the plants grew and the flowers blossomed!
One particular plant grew to be the same height as me, pink and purple petals adorned it; this flower
was my father’s pride and joy!
My game was to pretend that I was sister Ophelia, one of the nuns in my class. I would wear an
oversized dress, wind a towel (a gamcha) over my head, take some books, papers, a few pencils, a slate
which served as a chalk board and go up to the terrace; the plants were my students; I would happily
teach them what I had learnt that day.
One of the boys in my class — I still remember his name— Indranath had been behaving quite badly;
finally sister Ophelia got frustrated and said, “stick out your hand”!
Indra did and “whack” went the scale! He started wailing, “are you going to stop being naughty?” She
asked.
Indra nodded and returned to his seat (now a days the teacher would be dismissed probably).
This incident was etched in my memory!
Imitating sister Ophelia I went around talking to my Dalia students, they even had names like “Pinky”,
“Sunny” etc.
When I came around to my father’s prize flower, I imagined it to be a naughty boy and gave it a big
whack, yelling at it at same time!!
Being a long thin stalk, it tragically bent in the middle and the flower lost half its petals!
I looked at it in horror— at the same time my father walked in. “How is my beautiful pink flower doing?“
he asked smiling.
Then his gaze turned to the broken flower— I will never forget the anguish in his eyes!
My days as sister Ophelia were over!
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Aishiki Chakroborty
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Aishiki Chakroborty
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EMPTY CONTAINERS
Roshmi Bhaumik
Many anecdotes divulge a secret

Many lifeforms undergo a union

Hark and fathom every message

Fusing same or opposite gender

Phrases of subtle implications

Degrees of intimate sensations

Twisting colorful storylines

Ranging from rapture to torture

Vessel carrying mind-images

Containers fulfilling desire

Words are empty, thoughts real

Copulations are empty, passions real

Many influencers touch a life

Many voyagers reach the goal

Connections of varied kinds

Countless ambitions fulfilled

Relatives, friends or strangers

Conquest of mammoth obstacles

Morphing flexible forms

Presenting unique experiences

Receptacle holding attachments

Wrappers containing life-stories

Relations are empty, bonds real

Characters are empty, journeys real
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Aishiki Chakroborty
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The Holder
Aaratrika Gupta

In a world of fantasy, humans were strange, mystical beings with bounded features. They didn’t
have purple, pink, or even red eyes, they didn’t have wings, and they didn’t have magic hair that could
grow as fast as they wished. But most importantly, they didn’t have a world as colorful as the beautiful
land and sea of Maribay Island.
Maribay Island, where the land was lush green and the sea was bright pink, there were no
humans, just islanders of infinite races. There was no religion. Everyone had their own beliefs. Everyone
was different. No label defined an islander. If you had 3 eyes, you had 3 eyes. If you had no mouth, you
had no mouth. But it wouldn’t matter to anyone, because everyone was equal.
The word “government” didn’t even exist. There was just one rule that all of Maribay Island had to
follow, and that was:
If you choose to do bad, you will be banished off to the human world, where you must learn to
survive within the society of labels, wrongdoing, and destruction. Mischief is acceptable, as long as it
doesn’t harm the islanders.
The island lived in peace after the establishing of this rule. Until one day, when an islander’s
mortality was defied. Instead of turning into a Veil Flower, a magical flower that takes an islander’s soul
and turns it into a new being, the islander turned into dark ashes collected by the wind.
Days went by, and more and more islanders turned into ashes. The communities started
fighting, people became lazy and uninterested in their hobbies, and work stopped. Plants, which were
immortal in Maribay, started fading away in ashes as well. Islanders that weren’t hypnotized grew
worried. How could this happen? This shouldn’t have been happening… unless the human world was
colliding with theirs.
The islanders slowly lost their beaming personalities. All the eyes that held shining stars in them
lost their glow. Maribay Island wasn’t colorful anymore. Without islanders to take care of it, the island
was growing dull. The lush green grass turned into a pale olive color, the trees became dry and leafless,
and the aura became sad and drowsy.
Then, the scariest thing happened: The ocean turned blue. Water that the islanders drank
became colorless. It wasn’t the color of cotton candy anymore. It didn’t taste as sweet as a freshly
ripened strawberry, something the islanders were used to. It was as if the water became lifeless.
This kept up for months, until a short, elf-eared islander named Marie woke up to an unusually
bright blue firefly at exactly midnight. She followed it outside past her backyard, into the sunflower field.
Her tiny wings flew high, following the firefly’s every movement. It took her to an old house. It was just a
tad bit dusty, nothing else.
Marie, not at all frightened, cautiously opened the fragile door. There was a white rose. White
roses meant purity and innocence. As Marie’s soft touch caressed the rose’s petal, her body glowed a
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tender pink. She felt a blissful feeling, as if something was giving her a big, warm hug. She closed her
eyes, lifting slightly off the ground. Her wings grew larger and even the tiniest of details were finely
placed as if someone had dedicated their life to placing every single graceful speck of glitter by hand.
She spent a few more minutes at the old house, but then returned to her serene, plush bed.
When the people of Maribay Island woke up the next morning, they were happy. It was an unusual
feeling after such a long time. They thereupon got to work, watering plants, making food, and sending
their children happily off to school.
There was a noticeable change. The sky was clear, not a single cloud in sight. The water, after a
long time of being such a bland flavor, was pink again. Marie was so enticed, she smiled the biggest
smile the island saw in months. Maribay Island was finally colorful and cheery again.
And so, it was decided. Maribelle “Marie” Tinyfoot was now the holder of Maribay Island. The
sacred one who protected the land.
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Aratrika Gupta
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Love and Lost
Purba Chatterjee

These days my mind often wanders about Haldia - that little robust industrial town by the river Haldi
lined with wavering coconut trees alongside the white and green, rust and brown painted township
quarters where I grew up.
I resided on a street that culminated (not literally) into the river bank. These residences were offered by
the company my father worked at. Understandably, people vied for the best view by the riverside. And
somehow, I was particularly fortunate to inhabit one such quarter where I had a window in my room
that faced the river, sort of "A room with a view".
I often drenched in the cool breeze that whisked by at night and woke up to a stunning view of the
gently flowing river.
Now, this window and the other windows in our quarter carried a story of their own. As I close the
blinds here in Denver every night, I find myself prone to reminisce about those stories, stories that seem
to be a fragment of my lost life and yes, love too.
The road by the Haldi river that ran perpendicular to our street was inundated with mostly shy and
nervous "love-birds". That was how the hot and happening couples (mostly school-going kids) were
branded. I witnessed their awkwardness from afar standing by the window in my room. This was also
one of those defining moments when I vowed to myself that if and when given a chance, I would
likewise stroll with somebody with a mind without fear and a heart full of love!
Oh! That cubicle of a window always provided wings to my imagination!
In reality, sadly, I could never muster that requisite courage to walk by the river holding hands and of
course, because I didn't have anyone, needless to say.
The other windows that faced the inwards of the complex in which we resided, overlooked a cemented
compound where young boys often played cricket on Sundays. Being quite inquisitive, I was naturally,
rightfully, and logically curious about these players some of whom were either my classmates or seniors
and juniors.
And so the butterflies fluttered
Every time I watched a tall and fair boy playing, not quite strikingly handsome though but with a certain
aura around him, an arrogant one to be very precise. Later on, I was informed by one of my friends with
an astute knowledge in these matters, that in all probability, this particular boy’s attitude allured me
towards his personality. Honestly, I did not think much of it at the time. All I was concerned then was to
have a peek of him through the curtains while he played.
My mother somehow seemed to be always in a hurried rush closing the windows during these times,
especially the ones in the dining room that provided the best views. Mom's instincts - who can deny
those?
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My route then had to be digressed to the bedroom. I always put up my pretentious self of being extra
helpful, cleaning the already- spruced up bed and the closets on Sundays. On hindsight, now I somewhat
sternly believe that my mother was probably exasperated as I pretended to brush the windowsills and,
in the process, played with the curtains for the coveted view of my desired man. Yes, that young adult
was easily "my man" at the time, at least in my mind and heart and soul. I was 14-15 going on 16-17,
that age when love was always in the air, as was Mills and Boons and all the theatrics, fleeting and
floating, up for grabs.
But only again, mine was not.
I wished and longed for his one glance which was extremely rare and invariably, ended up closing the
windows when he did actually steal a quick one at me. Essentially overwhelmed and confused in that
sudden flit of a moment and with those darn (imaginary) butterflies dancing around me, I stupidly
opened the windows again with a loud thud, thereby granting permission to the entire team on both
sides to stare at me unabashedly at the noise.
And then I saw the nod and the smirk on him that triggered me to blush in front of the whole wide
world.
Honestly, I don't recall whether that was embarrassing for me at the moment, (perhaps it was) but
definitely remember to be absolutely exhilarating!
The windows thereafter remained permanently shut per my mother's strict instructions following a few
of these repetitive instances and sure enough, as was destined, my love was lost outside the closed
windows.
With that, all I now hoped fervently was a stroll by the river in the darkness of the evening under the
open sky with my beloved.
Here again, you mustn't at any time forget the unbelievably staggering effects of the Mills and Boons
series of the times, especially the Doctor and the Nurse stories. True, I didn't have a doctor at hand but I
had my fair and tall guy to drool and dream about!
This trait of a romantic fool lingered with me forever and the seeds were most certainly planted during
these years, I can swear by it.
Now going back to the riverside road- so, I shouldn't have complained about the leisurely walks by the
river. I have had them in multitudes over the years while in Haldia - with friends, family and visitors. The
riverside was always captivating for everyone, especially during the sundown. The transformation from
the dusky twilight to pitch dark evening was fascinating. I am sure this metamorphosis was enthralling
for the newly engaged couples for even more obvious reasons!
Since I always wanted to have a bite at it with my "special person'', it was pretty disappointing that there
wasn't any opportunity in the vicinity until one evening.
There was this hall (Nataraj Hall, as it was called) at some distance from my place in a different
township. Haldia had three main townships based on the organizations that built this small town. The
hall was hosting a gathering of some sorts where we, students, were invited. Either it was a farewell or
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an alumni get-together, I forget at the moment. Whatever it was, I was happy to be invited. However,
the distance and the mode of transportation posed a problem.
There was no resolution in sight for quite some time until the tall, fair "my man" character came to the
rescue. He graciously agreed to accompany me to the venue. Now I must admit here that with age, I
explicitly don't recall where and how he agreed to do this but I was indeed overly excited at the
prospect of that desired stroll by the river.
Although there were several inroads to reach the hall, I was pleasantly surprised that he agreed to my
humble request for the riverside walk. Yes- my dream came to fruition at last!
But my mother was not quite kind about this plan. You see, "My man" had a certain disrepute that made
him pretty infamous, amongst the parents in particular, at the time. That he nurtured some habits
unthinkable at the age, was the main concern. Mother was worried that I would get under the influence
(in 2 hours!). Luckily, my father was more considerate which helped me achieve my only desire at the
time!
I was elated, excited and nervous - all at the same time. I had a million thoughts intertwined in my
mind. Predominantly though, it was apprehension - the angst of what was going to happen, if at all, and
the uneasiness despite the contentment of togetherness.
The walk turned out to be a calm and quiet one instead. I wouldn't dare to define it as dull. An acclaimed
outright talkative person, I kept mostly to myself hoping desperately that he held hands, heartbeats
pounding at every nook and turn, that he stopped and perhaps kissed me ! Oh, the imagination always
ran wild with me!!
We treaded quietly and softly discussed inconsequential materials far from the maddening love that I
had envisioned. The evening was dark with specks of the street lamps on the road. It was humid as with
the salty river water around and felt claustrophobic at times until a cool breeze blew swiftly and cooled
us down for a minute or so. The only sound that reverberated was the ripples from the river. Slowly but
surely, the venue was in sight.
He reminded me at this time to arrange my transportation back home as he would be late returning,
and all I wanted was to hug him tight and never let him go. It was one incredibly special evening for me
at least.
Yes, I did let him go, and forever.
And no, he never came back - just as the saying goes.
But did I truly?
Especially during the festive seasonsWith the white clouds lacing the blue sky, the green fields decking up with the Kashful, and impending
hustles and bustles of the upcoming Poojas, there was always a trepidation of meeting up with him at
the puja mandaps. These mandaps were the revered places of worship but where miraculously love
bloomed while you asked for blessings from Maa Durga. There was a smile on your lips as you chanted
the prayers. The very fact that someone you have feelings for, was within reach in the same arena
offering prayers, felt gladdening to your heart.
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I don't know about you but my prayers always sounded better when that happened to me.
And I sincerely believed that the goddess listened to me because inevitably, there popped up numerous
opportunities during the puja where we stole a glance and held hands and sat together. Blessings most
certainly did it all, I tell ya!
What I loved about him and I still vividly remember was how he skirted the mandap pillars while talking
to his friends and "checked" me out- yes, that is exactly what he did just like in the movies.
Now, please don't seek a synonym for "Check" here. Days were different back then - this was the only
gesture at the time that provided an approval that yes, perhaps he liked me too.
(Or it could be that he reciprocated because somebody gawked at him shamelessly. You got it, that was
me ! )
We never discussed this ever and so, I never knew for sure.
Whatever be it, through the evenings during the puja, he found time to spend with me and listened to
my unending senseless banter. We stole innumerable moments in the huge sea of people circling us, we
figured ways to grab a seat on the roadside benches for a quick chit-chat and we held hands in the dark
while we watched Hindi movies projected on huge screens outside our local puja pandal.
Puja time in Haldia was always overwhelmingly intoxicating with him around.
And I am forever grateful to him for all these extraordinarily savored moments of the yesteryears.
I am forever grateful to him for these sweet reminisces every time Durga Puja knocks on the door.
I am forever grateful that his memories continue to bring a joyous smile on my face during the festive
seasons and brighten my otherwise mundane days!
So maybe, I couldn't let him go, who knows?
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Aratrika Gupta
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My Dad my Hero
Gopa Mukherjee

My Baba is like a banyan tree
The shoots drop down and cover
A lot of ground
Underneath it is so cool and spacious
The solidity and stability embraces you
As you sit underneath and it protects
You from heat and sun
It holds you so lovingly
I have always seen my father spread his arms and hold his world safe under him
His patients, his family and his friends
He never speaks of his pain and sorrow
He always looks at life with positivity and cheer
Even when his heart breaks he carries on with a smile so no one knows
His family thinks he is God like
His all loving and all sacrificing self
He is always putting everyone before him
Never have I seen my father ask for something for himself
Like a tree he just gives shelter and solace to every soul that he comes in contact
He is a very hard act to follow but I hope
Like the little roots of the tree that grows into a tree in the Banyan grove
Everyone one of us that he loves
Can carry the essence of the majestic tree and light the world around us
How proud and fortunate I am to have
Such an incredible human as my father
And my role model
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Sunayana Das
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Goodbye...till we meet again!
Anuradha Kamath
You came into our lives

Beyond every measure for sure!

At seven weeks,
Flurry, excited, apprehensive,
All in a small physique.

And then last year at fifteen,
You breathed your last,
With us all cradling you

A definite challenge it was

Your soul just passed.

For you to train,
Housebreaking, rules, and
Walking on a leash was a strain.

For days and even now
My eyes still cry.
Your lack of presence,

Chewed carpets, scratched furniture

Even now we deny.

And hairy floors,
There never was a minute,
We could call a bore.

We know in our heart
Your spirit we Grace,
Everytime your precious

Weeks to months to years

Memories, we embrace!

Cherishly passed,
It all seems like,
A blink of an eye, so fast.
Your ever happy waggy tail
Never stopped,
Everytime you stood to greet us
Your legs close to our shoulders, propped!

Playing fetch, tug-o-war and
Wrestling on the carpet floor,

Goodbye our sweetheart
With love and gratitude to YOU,
That you'd enrich our lives
With so much love, who knew?

And that's why they say
Dog is God, in fond
So, till we meet again dear,
With your precious memories we'll always
bond!

You enriched our lives
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"F-16 THUNDERBIRDS"
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VIDYASAGAR
Abhijit Sengupta
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Sunayana Das
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Times of COVID 19
Mita Mukherjee

The bright sky so vividly blue
The wondering clouds floating to and fro
The stalwart pine trees, straight and strong
The spring is finally coming!
A long winter it has been —
The tiny little leaves turning green
The tiny little buds pushing thru
The tiny flowers ready to peep anew
Alas, here comes the frosty snow again
Wiping away the flowers and leaves with disdain!
They turn black and brown and fall to the ground
I stare at them with sadness profound
If nothing, this corona virus has taught us something
Like the snow, from nowhere came this virus
Sweeping thru the world deadly and serious
Life is not to be taken for granted
One day safe and sound, next day totally annihilated!
Be careful how you act and of things you say—An angry word leaves an ugly scar
A loving word can easily go so far!
So much better to spread a smile and cheer
Then to see a face filled with fear or a tear
So people, remember words and the feelings are that stay
So be mindful of others and please tread with care!
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Retirement blues
Mita Mukherjee

Thirty years off and on
A routine it has been so far
Working, cooking and cleaning and so on
Every hour, every minute spoken for!
The alarm went off at 6 AM, without fail
Punching the snooze button to no avail,
Hurry hurry, rush rush!
Avoid the main traffic crush!
A cozy corner table at work
A sense of mutual respect in fact,
Busy somedays mostly, other days not
Sharing a cup of tea piping hot!
At the end of the day, a job well done
It felt good! A validation and satisfaction for one
After retiring, people say ‘best days are ahead’
If so— somedays why do I feel so empty and sad?
I have to immerse myself in hobbies, I know
Exercise, paint, read and sew!
Ok— fine! I know I cannot turn the clock back!
I should count my blessings and be glad that
I don’t have to give the snooze button a final whack!!
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